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Abstract

In this digital era, we encounter automated decisions made about or on behalf of us by the so-called Algorithmic Decision-Making (ADM) systems. While ADM systems can provide promising business opportunities, their implementation poses numerous challenges. Algorithmic bias that can enter these systems may result in systematical discrimination and unfair decisions by favoring certain individuals over others. Several approaches have been proposed to correct erroneous decision-making in the form of algorithmic bias. However, proposed remedies have mostly dealt with identifying algorithmic bias after the unfair decision has been made rather than preventing it. In this study, we use Delphi method to propose an ADM systems development process and identify sources of algorithmic bias at each step of this process together with remedies. Our outputs can pave the way to achieve ethics-by-design for fair and trustworthy ADM systems.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, we increasingly encounter automated decisions that are made regarding or on behalf of us in many aspects of our lives. Businesses implement ADM systems to provide better products and services to their customers through the use of machine learning [1] and deep learning [2], or generally, artificial intelligence (AI) [3]. As a result, ADM systems take over decision-making that affects individuals’ daily lives in various ways, including the criminal justice system, education, private and public finance, healthcare, housing, the legal sector, marketing, policies, recruiting, and social media [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. While ADM systems provide promising business opportunities, their implementation poses several challenges. One of the main concerns of ADM systems is algorithmic bias [9]. In the process of developing ADM systems, bias could be introduced to the system. This can potentially lead to socially and ethically serious consequences [10]. In case of algorithmic bias an ADM system could, for example, fail to act in objective fairness and discriminate systematically and unfairly [11] by favoring certain individuals or groups over others [12]. Ethical concerns for ADM systems are being highlighted by institutions and governments (e.g., [9, 13, 14]). Existence of bias is a significant obstacle in front of the “principle of justice” as part of the ethical concerns, which articulates that decisions made by algorithmic systems shall be fair and equal for all human beings [9].

A number of studies have focused on correcting biased decisions made by ADM systems, for example by focusing on algorithmic awareness [15, 16], algorithmic accountability [17, 18, 19], and algorithmic transparency [20, 21]. However, it seems that remedies against algorithmic bias in literature have mainly dealt with detecting bias after decision-making rather than preventing it in the first place. Algorithmic bias revealed after decision-making can bring huge costs to businesses in the form of lost customer image and regulatory charges [22]. Therefore, it is important for businesses to discover and eliminate the sources of bias during the development and deployment of ADM systems. Ethics-by-design, preventing the existence of bias and discrimination through implementing proper technical capabilities in the system development [23], is a potential approach to achieve this goal. Researchers have until now mostly discussed only at a conceptual level about how to realize ethics-by-design [24].

In information systems, various frameworks are used to structure the life cycle of a systems development project. These frameworks provide the best practices about the process to be followed for developing a system. Organizations use these frameworks to ensure that the developed system achieves its expected results in the most efficient way. Although frameworks have been developed for data mining and data science systems, ADM systems have not been specifically handled yet [25, 26]. Defining the process of ADM system development may allow the designers of these systems to better understand how biases are introduced.
in the development phase. Investigating the whole ADM system development from the earliest design phase is a way to achieve ethics-by-design and is a key to realizing trustworthy ADM systems [9]. Therefore, in this study we aim to define an ADM system development process and identify sources of algorithmic bias at each step of this process. To achieve this goal, we set up a Delphi study with nine experts who have expertise in ADM systems. We prepared an initial questionnaire using four relevant process frameworks, namely CRISP-DM, ASUM, DMLC, and TDSP. In three rounds, the experts developed an eight-step process for ADM system development and identified the sources of bias and related remedies in each of these steps. The outputs were finalized with interviews. The outputs of this study, ADM system development process and the sources and remedies of bias for each step of the process, can be used by businesses to eliminate algorithmic bias while ADM systems are developed and deployed.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Algorithmic bias

One of the ethical concerns about ADM systems is the existence of algorithmic bias among others such as privacy, anonymity, and misuse of data and model [10]. The use of algorithms should lead to fairer decisions since algorithms are objective and not inherently biased [3]. ADM systems should not discriminate people based on sensitive personal data including but not limited to any data that reveals a person’s “racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, . . . , genetic data, biometric data, . . . , data concerning health or sex life or sexual orientation” [27]. Still, algorithmic bias exists. It can be defined as “discrimination that is systemic and unfair in favoring certain individual groups over others” [12]. Algorithmic bias leads to ADM systems to not act in objective fairness but to systematically and unfairly discriminate [11] because of the inherent nature of categorical data. The way ADM system developers collect, select, prepare, and use the data to train the algorithms can introduce bias into the ADM system even when there is no discrimination intention [5, 28, 29].

ADM systems are developed by following a certain process and bias can potentially enter the ADM system during each step of this process. Bias can be introduced due to various factors such as poorly selected and unrepresentative datasets, pre-existing bias inherent in ADM system coders, or technical limitations in the design. The European Commission [9] identifies the collection and selection of training data, which is used to train the ADM system, as one of the ways for bias to enter the system. More generally, humans designing the ADM systems may be a salient reason of bias being introduced to these systems [9, 30]. An example is the COMPAS recidivism prediction software, which is used to predict the probability of a defendant in a criminal case to re-offend and help judges make sentencing decisions [31, 22]. The recidivism scores were found to be biased against African-Americans [32]. In the cases of Google [15] and LinkedIn [33, 34], high-paying job ads were more frequently shown to men than to women.

Incidents of algorithmic bias support the societal and ethical concerns for ADM systems. These concerns become apparent because decisions made through algorithms are consequential for us as they decide, for example, whether we get approved for a loan [31, 35, 22, 36, 16] or get accepted for a job [5, 37, 19]. The societal and ethical problem with algorithmic bias is that our sensitive personal data should not have any effect on how a decision is made and that biases of any kind should not influence decision-making. Nonetheless, because ADM systems are modeled by humans and are based on data provided by humans who are not free from bias and prone to error, ADM systems involuntarily inherit human biases and, thus, human influences are embedded in these systems [38, 30]. Since the goal of using ADM systems is to achieve objective, data-driven, and fair decision-making and decision-making by ADM systems have a growing impact on our lives, algorithmic bias has to be diminished if not entirely eliminated [9].

2.2. Remedies against algorithmic bias

As discussed in the above section, ADM systems can discriminate based on sensitive personal data. Removing such data, however, does not correct unfair ADM systems. To begin with, omitted variable bias tells us that excluding a variable is insufficient to avoid discrimination as any remaining variables that correlate with the excluded variable still contain information about the excluded variable [39]. Similarly, even when sensitive personal information is excluded from the data, algorithms may still discriminate based on this information due to the correlations existing in the overall data [5]. Current research found that to ensure that ADM systems do not discriminate, for instance with respect to race, information about race needs to be used when modeling the algorithms [19]. These finding are corroborated by [40] who not only argue that sensitive personal data are often needed to inspect whether algorithms discriminate but further add that when sensitive information is used responsibly, the discrimination can be made transparent.
Several approaches have been proposed to correct erroneous decision-making due to algorithmic bias. Table 1 provides an overview of research areas that consider managing algorithmic bias in ADM systems. Research in these areas address challenges inherent to ADM systems, such as algorithmic bias, through increasing awareness, accountability, transparency, and auditability of ADM systems. These studies have either an outsiders’ perspective to deal with algorithmic challenges, or deal with algorithmic bias “after-the-fact”. There is limited literature on overcoming bias or other ethical concerns as part of the ADM development process [10]. Eliminating algorithmic bias has been focus of non-academic entities as well. On the one hand, firms such as Facebook [47], Google [48], IBM [49, 50, 51], and Microsoft [52, 53] have launched tools aimed at detecting and examining AI bias [54]. On the other hand, the European Commission has worked on the “Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI” [9]. According to the EU, one of the key points in designing AI is to incorporate the requirements of trustworthy AI early in the design phase [9]. Thus, there exists a need to systematically look into the ADM system development process with an “insider” perspective to understand possible sources of bias “ex-ante”. In the next section, we describe our research to fulfill this need.

Table 1. Review of research areas on managing algorithmic bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Area</th>
<th>Solution to algorithmic bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic awareness</td>
<td>- Enhance public awareness and knowledge about ADM systems to empower users [17, 28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Increase awareness of users [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Raise awareness to possible biases inherent in ADM systems [15, 16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic accountability</td>
<td>- Hold accountable not the system itself but its developers for the decisions [17, 18, 19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Put in place mechanisms that compensate individuals who have fallen victim to erroneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decision making [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Investigate black boxes through algorithmic accountability reporting [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic transparency</td>
<td>- Make ADM systems more understandable and less complex [43, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reduce algorithmic bias by detecting errors in input data which resulted in unfair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decision-making [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm audit</td>
<td>- Develop auditing methods for third parties to determine what algorithms are doing and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whether or not algorithm providers are expected to be good or evil [45, 46]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Research Method

3.1. Delphi study

Delphi study is a method for structuring a group communication process. It is performed in multiple rounds of questionnaires moderated by a coordinator within the rounds [55]. Since experts do not directly face each other, bias is reduced that can exist when diverse groups of experts meet together. Studies in information systems have used Delphi study as a forecasting tool to make predictions about characteristics of future technologies [57] as well as to help with the introduction, selection, and application of new technologies [58]. Delphi study is most useful for achieving consensus in the areas characterized by uncertainty and lack of empirical evidence [56]. Therefore, using Delphi method in this study is suitable for us to elicit experts’ tacit knowledge and generate new ideas on a complex and rapidly-changing domain.

3.2. Procedure for selecting experts

Two important aspects to panel selection are the qualifications of the experts and the panel size [60]. It is essential that experts are chosen based on their expertise and commitment to multiple rounds of questions. We identified potential panelists based on expertise and interest in the fields of ADM systems. Depending on the scope of the problem and available resources, the panel size may vary, which have started from around ten in previous studies [60]. To ensure randomness, we sent invitations to a large group of experts (50) identified via purposeful sampling of professionals that indicated experience about ADM or related concepts on their online profiles. These experts were selected from the organizations within professional network of the authors. Nine experts accepted the invitation. The panelists should constitute a heterogeneous group in terms of background [56] to reduce single-culture bias and provide diverse insights. The panelists in the study included four academics and five practitioners. The panelists of three different nationalities (Dutch, German, and Slovak) worked in seven different industries (information and technology services, education, automobile, telecommunications, logistics and supply chain, auditing) with diverse roles (professor, PhD candidate, data analyst, IT consultant). The experience years on ADM systems was 2.6 on average, varying between 0.5 to 11. When the experts accepted the invitation, we provided them with information about the purpose of the study, how much time it requires, what they need to provide, and what will be done with the information. Afterwards, the experts received the link to the first survey.

3.3. Questionnaire development

The purpose of the first survey was to initiate the process of generating ideas and to give the experts a starting point for their thoughts. The first
survey serves to structure data collection to avoid the randomness and chaos of open-ended dialogs [56]. Using a process framework is imperative to explore how bias or other ethical considerations can emerge during system development [10]. However, there is no accepted framework yet for data science projects [25]. We identified four related process frameworks, as summarized in Table 2. These frameworks represent current standards in the fields related to ADM systems, such as Data Science and Data Mining and, hence, can be used as a starting point to develop an appropriate framework for ADM systems. Hence, we used these frameworks to prepare the first survey as described in the below sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
2. Data understanding  
3. Data preparation  
4. Modeling  
5. Evaluation  
6. Deployment |
| (Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) |                                                                                     |                                                                     |
2. Design  
3. Configure & Build  
4. Deploy  
5. Operate & Optimize |
| DMLC (Data Mining Life Cycle) | Approach to managing and optimizing data mining projects [63]                  | 1. Business Understanding  
2. Data understanding  
3. Objectives/Hypotheses  
4. Select/Sample  
5. Pre-Process  
6. Transformation  
7. Data mining  
8. Evaluation  
9. Deployment |
| TDSP (Team Data Science Process) | Methodology that provides a lifecycle for the development of data science projects [64] | 1. Business Understanding  
2. Data Acquisition & Understanding  
3. Modeling  
4. Deployment  
5. Customer Acceptance |

3.4. Data collection and analysis

The recommended number of rounds in a Delphi study is two or three, since more rounds may result in a slower convergence among expert opinions [58]. We designed the study in three rounds each lasting one week. During each round, experts filled out an online survey, as described in the sections below. The study was conducted between December 2018 and January 2019. Experts were given five days to fill in the survey. The following two days were used to qualitatively analyze and aggregate the responses, and design the next survey. The second and third surveys were designed based on prior survey responses and the member checks. Inputs from all experts were taken into consideration and all suggestions were included in the subsequent surveys even if just one expert made a suggestion. In each survey, experts were asked if they agreed with the changes that have been made. In case experts disagreed, they had the opportunity to voice that opinion in the survey. There was only one case, which is further described in the results, where ideas opposed. This issue was resolved during member checks. By showing experts each others’ ideas and reasoning, they eventually settled on one idea. All questions were open-ended. This allowed for more qualitative comments to be made and increased the richness of the collected data [60]. Prior to sending out the link of the subsequent survey, we conducted member checks to reduce researcher bias [65]. In these checks, we clarified any ambiguities and verified our understanding of the comments with each expert. The design of each survey is described below.

**First Survey:** The objective was to make the experts develop a new ADM system development process. To do that, experts were introduced the four chosen frameworks and asked to evaluate which steps of these frameworks they deem relevant for ADM systems, and explain their choice. Then, they were required to describe their own process for ADM system development. After analyzing all responses, we aggregated the results and drafted the first version of the ADM system development process.

**Second Survey:** To expand and finalize the process, the experts were presented with a first draft of the process. They were instructed to indicate whether they find the process complete. If they did not, the experts were asked to explain which steps should be changed. Next to that, the experts were asked to describe how biases could potentially enter ADM systems for each step separately.

**Third Survey:** To finalize the process, the experts were shown the second draft of the process and were asked whether they agree with the process’s steps and feedback loops. If they disagreed, they were asked to explain what should be changed and why. Additionally, the experts were provided with the list of biases that could enter ADM systems during the process, which was prepared based on responses to the second survey. For each step separately, the experts were instructed to indicate whether they agree with the list of biases, and if not, what biases they find redundant or missing from the list. Afterwards, the experts were asked how these biases could be best reduced or eliminated.

**Interviews:** We interviewed two experts to discuss the final version of the process, the list of potential biases and their remedies.
4. Results

We collected the responses through Qualtrics survey tool. For each round, we downloaded the responses, edited, and analyzed through coding. After analyzing the previous survey’s responses, these responses were used as the basis for the subsequent survey.

4.1. Intermediate Results

We first describe how the ADM process evolved in three stages below.

First Survey: To design their own ADM process, the experts referred to the four frameworks. With qualitative content analysis we searched for, sorted, and categorized key steps and related tasks mentioned by the experts. Similar responses were combined and overlapping ones were removed. Overall, experts found parts or all of the four frameworks relevant for ADM systems. Three out of nine experts stated that their own process would look similar to the CRISP-DM, two said the same for the TDSP, and one for the DMLC. Moreover, one expert identified the overall project management and another one the involvement of the end user as important for ADM systems. Based on these responses, we drafted the first version of the ADM System Development Process. This version consisted of the following steps taken from the indicated framework:

1. Project Management (ASUM),
2. Business Understanding (CRISP-DM),
3. Data Acquisition (TDSP),
4. Data Understanding (TDSP),
5. Data Preparation (CRISP-DM),
6. Modeling (CRISP-DM),
7. Evaluation (CRISP-DM),

Second Survey: While two experts thought that the process was complete, others made suggestions to adjust it. First, data selection was suggested to be a phase together with data acquisition. This emphasizes the importance of selecting the right data to analyze, i.e., thinking about data needs before further data is acquired for the development of the system. Second, a feedback loops between data selection & acquisition, data understanding and data preparation were added to emphasize the iterative structure of these steps. Third, evaluation and testing were divided into two separate steps to accentuate their different purposes and tasks performed accordingly. Fourth, a feedback loop between evaluation and data selection & acquisition was added to highlight the dependency between these two steps. Fifth, a feedback loop between deployment and testing was added to introduce an agile way of working. Sixth, customer involvement was included as a task of project management.

Third Survey: A consensus level of 50% has been aimed for [66] and was achieved during this round. There was an improved degree of agreement compared to the previous round. In the last survey, six experts thought that the process was complete while three indicated that it needed adjustments. During the member checks, we discussed the responses as well as the reasoning behind these suggestions. Based on the responses, following changes were made to the framework. First, a feedback loop between modeling and business understanding was added. This aimed to emphasize the trade-off between time invested in the project and optimality of the ADM system. According to the pareto rule, 80% of the obtainable results should be achieved with 20% of the time. If the customer desires more optimality, additional time and money is needed. Second, the feedback loop from evaluation to data selection & data acquisition was redirected to business understanding. In the previous round, it was questioned whether one would go all the way back to business understanding if something went wrong during evaluation. However, at this round, it was argued that it makes sense to go back to business understanding to make sure that the business objective was correctly understood or to discuss the feasibility of the objective with the customer. This issue was resolved during the member check. As a result, the feedback loop from evaluation to business understanding was re-established. Third, the feedback loop from deployment to testing was deleted because once the ADM system is already deployed, data analysts would not go back to the testing phase to perform simulations of the real world.

Interviews: During the two interviews we presented the experts with the raw list of biases to double check their analysis with ours. In both times, the experts decided to delete most of the same biases as we did. The experts’ opinions have been taken into consideration and confirmed with other experts.

4.2. ADM System Development Process

At the end of three rounds, ADM system development process depicted in Figure 1 was developed. It describes the general process of how ADM systems are developed, including steps, related tasks, and loops and reworks among the steps. It also serves as a blueprint for conducting an ADM system project. Since there are various types of ADM systems, the framework is flexible and needs to be customized to these systems’ differing purposes. Eight steps have been identified as critical and necessary to build a comprehensive ADM system, each composed of several tasks. The arrows and feedback loops represent
important and frequent relationships between steps. The outer circle symbolizes the cyclic nature of the whole process. The process starts anew once an ADM system is deployed. Lessons learned can lead to a new, and possibly better business understanding so that new projects can benefit from previous ones. While not a step itself, project management is an important component overarching the whole process.

4.3. List of Algorithmic Biases

Using a qualitative approach of coding, we searched the list of potential biases provided by the experts for common thematic elements, grouped them into categories, reassigned biases to more suitable steps, and deleted responses. Then, we assigned the remedies to related biases as described by the experts. These biases and remedies, as shown in Table 3, are organized by steps and common themes which were identified earlier in the coding process.

Biases were found to potentially enter the ADM system during all steps. Table 3 shows that the greatest potential for bias to enter the system is during the phases of business understanding, data selection & acquisition, data understanding, and data preparation. More specifically, we identified the following common themes in biases based on our coding:

- Miscommunication and countercheck,
- Lack of business/technical expertise, miscommunication, and business objective,
- Reason behind gathering data, data collection, data characteristics, data analysis, and time,
- Problem-solving,
- Testing environment,
- Results, and
- Biased project members and maintenance.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This study aimed to define an ADM system development process and identify the biases that can be introduced to ADM systems during this process together with relevant remedies. Through the outcomes of this study, we aim to enable organizations developing ADM systems to eliminate or decrease algorithmic bias in ADM systems during their development. This constitutes a step through achieving ethics-by-design in ADM systems, which is crucial to achieve fair and trustworthy ADM systems [9].

The resulting ADM system development process not only supports the notion that the way ADM system developers collect, select, prepare, and use the data to train the algorithms can introduce bias into the ADM system [5, 28, 29] but also expands it by introducing other ways of bias entering ADM systems. Our findings suggest that biases can possibly enter ADM systems at any step. However, most critical issues emerge in the initial steps, namely business understanding, data selection & acquisition, data understanding, and data preparation. The further the progress of the project, the less potential there is for bias to enter the system. Since the business understanding step represents the starting point of the whole process, it is critical to identify how biases can be introduced to the ADM system early onwards. Selecting and acquiring data, then understanding that data before preparing it for modeling is an iterative process within the ADM system development process. Biases that can enter the system during these three steps have mutual themes, such as the input of data in these steps, that cut across these steps. Thus, the most common causes of algorithmic bias relate to a faulty business understanding and biased data. The latter supports the assertion that the collection and selection of training data are predominant ways for bias to enter the system [28]. Consequently, algorithmic bias can be substantially reduced during the first four steps. Nonetheless, miscommunication and failure to counter-check by supervisors and other team members facilitate bias to enter during any step since project management oversees all steps. Another finding is that the risk of algorithmic bias is found equally high across all steps but further biases relating to the modeling, testing, evaluation, and deployment steps have not been encountered yet or have not been mentioned in this study. Furthermore, this study corroborates the findings by [19] and [40] since the proposed process does not suggest excluding sensitive personal information.

5.1. Implications

From a research perspective, this work complements existing methods for tackling the issue of algorithmic bias. Previous studies have examined this issue through increasing awareness, accountability, transparency, and auditability of ADM systems. However, challenges with ADM systems, such as the lack of transparency [45], make it difficult for outsiders to investigate ADM systems [21]. Therefore, this paper suggests that ADM system developers and deployers themselves can reduce algorithmic bias, rather than using tools to detect and examine bias [54]. The outcomes of this study can give ADM system developers and deployers the opportunity to prevent algorithmic bias from occurring altogether by eliminating bias by design.

From a practical perspective, eliminating bias is especially important for businesses who may have already experienced incidents of algorithmic bias that
may result in severe or unintentional consequences of decision-making. In such cases, algorithmic bias could lead to societal and ethical problems when, for example, ADM systems discriminate against people of color [31] or against women [32, 15, 11]. Likewise, the presence of algorithmic bias could lead to missing the goal of deploying ADM systems in business operations in the first place. If the ultimate goal of using an ADM system is objective, data-driven, and fair decision-making, algorithmic bias must be prevented. By consulting the process and bias list of this study, IT managers can gain insights into when biases are most likely to enter the system and which remedies could help eliminate them. Businesses should take advantage of the process’s flexibility by customizing it to their specific ADM system. Other potential benefits for practitioners include improved quality in project management, a way of benchmarking methodologies and the overall adoption of ADM systems, and increased understanding for ADM systems and their pitfalls.

5.2. Limitations and Future Directions

The first limitation relates to the research methodology. While there are numerous reasons to choose the Delphi study, weaknesses of this methodology include the lack of clarity regarding the means by which consensus may be defined and the resultant differing interpretations [60]. The methodology has also been criticized for forcing consensus and not allowing panelists to discuss issues [67]. Another limitation relates to the research design. Open questions in the surveys allowed us to collect in-depth insights from the experts. This required experts to spend significant time, which may decrease the motivation and quality of the outputs. For this, we used tools to guide experts’ thought process, such as presenting related frameworks. Since a common discussion environment among all experts has not been established, such as in a focus group study, the results of the study may be subject to researcher bias. To eliminate this bias, we conducted member checks to verify our understanding with the experts. Additionally, the number of experts may have limited the identified sources of algorithmic bias or remedies. The inclusion of other experts, for example those that work on mission-critical applications, may have resulted in other ideas, such as redundant system development by multiple teams as a potential remedy.

This paper represents a starting point for researchers to look deeper into how ADM system developers and deployers themselves can eliminate algorithmic bias.
Since there are various types of ADM systems, this study can be replicated for specific ADM systems to cater to their distinct characteristics and purposes. The development of an ADM system development process is an important contribution of this study, since lack of a defined process has been found as an important challenge for the success of big data projects [25]. It should be noted that this process was developed with a focus on algorithmic bias. This process can be used as a baseline and extended to consider the introduction of other ethical concerns in the development process, such as privacy, data accuracy, and data misuse [10]. The applicability of the process and listed biases should also be evaluated in a real-life context. Other potential research areas are about the investigation of sources of bias beyond the development of a single system. Even for an ADM system that seems to be robust to bias at deployment, new risks can be introduced during the use and maintenance of that system, e.g., through additional training data. Furthermore, the interaction of multiple ADM systems in a decision chain may uncover unexpected biases that are not apparent for a single system.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Source of algorithmic bias</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td>Miscommunication: Poor management</td>
<td>- Use project management software to facilitate communication and planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counter-check: Lack of double checking by supervisor or other team member</td>
<td>- Obtain project management certifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of business/technical expertise:</td>
<td>- Increase mutual understanding between business and data people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Misunderstanding the business objective, customers’ needs and desires, management directives, corporate implications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Insufficient knowledge about ADM systems</td>
<td>- Make sure the business problem is understood correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Data analyst’s tunnel vision vs stakeholders’ diverse points of views</td>
<td>- Make data and business people work closely together to determine the right approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business understanding</td>
<td>Miscommunication:</td>
<td>- Ensure written communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Incomplete information that results in an incorrect project base</td>
<td>- Perform frequent meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Data analyst’s tunnel vision vs stakeholders’ diverse points of views</td>
<td>- Make use of disclaimers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business objective:</td>
<td>- Consider different ways of defining the target variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Difficulty of constructing and defining the target variable</td>
<td>- Decision trees/distribution analysis/ANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Being unaware of the pitfalls of algorithms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Selection &amp;</td>
<td>Reason behind gathering data:</td>
<td>- Take into account the business objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Understanding/Data</td>
<td>- Aimlessly gathering data</td>
<td>- Go back and forth between phases to make sure the right data will eventually be collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>- Collecting data based on failures in business understanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data collection: Technique, origin, purpose</td>
<td>- Implement data collection systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data characteristics:</td>
<td>- Digitize the workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Unreasonable assumptions regarding data and data quality</td>
<td>- Verify assumptions with other stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Unrepresentative data set</td>
<td>- Gather as much data as possible before choosing from that data set what is most representative and appropriate for the end use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Incorrect granularity</td>
<td>- Perform trial and error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data analysis:</td>
<td>- Avoid replacing null variables with the mean or a zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Unjustified treatment of null variables or outliers</td>
<td>- Avoid deleting null variables and outliers with no reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Misinterpreting values in unstandardized data</td>
<td>- Ensure that data analysts are best equipped to correctly understand and interpret data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Differing understandings of unstructured data</td>
<td>- Implement a fail-safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time:</td>
<td>- Only use the data that is most relevant for the present/future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Data that is not representative for the present/future</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Data spans over a long period of time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>Problem-solving:</td>
<td>- Ensure that the heuristics applied is known and understood by all stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Heuristics</td>
<td>- Perform 80/20 rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trade-offs between optimality, completeness, accuracy, precision, and robustness</td>
<td>- Use train-test-splits or cross-validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Over-fitting model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Testing environment:</td>
<td>- Use a testing catalogue for a structured description of instances and functions to test the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Failure to test under different scenarios or horizons with different/more current data</td>
<td>- Perform a sensitivity analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Forgetting that results represent predictions and not the reality</td>
<td>- Try to predict future data and use it to do simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Results: Failure to look out for results that are socially unacceptable or undesirable for the business</td>
<td>- Communicate socially unacceptable or undesirable results to all stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Go back to business understanding and make sure that everyone has understood the business objective</td>
<td>- Consult experts outside of the project team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>Biased project members: Having only project members deploy the system</td>
<td>- Consult certified experts outside of the project to deploy the systems in order to avoid the amplification of biases that have not been eliminated in earlier phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintenance: Failure to retrain the model periodically and to check whether the results can be replicated in the present</td>
<td>- Ensure that the system is calibrated and re-estimated regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Build in control mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Always see the system in the context of the present time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>